
6. ENDANGERED SPECIES: Obama admin rejects protection for Calif. seabird 
(08/18/2009) 

Allison Winter, E&E reporter 

The Obama administration won't extend Endangered Species Act protections to a California seabird whose habitat is said by 
environmentalists to be threatened by climate change. 

After a yearlong study, the Fish and Wildlife Service determined the ashy storm-petrel won't need protection because there is a lack of 
broad threats to its island habitat. The decision will be published tomorrow in the Federal Register. 

The Center for Biological Diversity petitioned and sued the service this year in a bid to protect the small, smoke-gray seabird from 
rising sea levels, ocean acidification and predation. 

Ashy storm-petrels are difficult to count because they nest in deep, inaccessible crevices in the rocks. But based on estimates and at-
sea observations, Fish and Wildlife Service biologists believe there are probably 7,000 to 10,000 birds and could be as many as 
13,000. 

The center's Shaye Wolf said the agency did not give enough weight to a new scientific study that found severe population declines 
for the bird. The center is considering a challenge to the service's decision in court, Wolf said. 

"This decision is actually very surprising and disappointing because the scientific information is very clear that the ashy storm-petrel 
has suffered large-scale declines and is in need of more protection under the Endangered Species Act," Wolf said. "We were 
particularly surprised because this decision continues a Bush-era approach to denying protections for wildlife based on selective and 
incomplete interpretation of the science." 

Research from a California ornithologist and a marine scientist from Hawaii Pacific University found a 76 percent decline in at-sea 
abundance of the birds over a 22-year period, from 1985 to 2006. Their work has not been published and is currently in the review 
stage with scientific journals. The research was a part of the public record sent to the Fish and Wildlife Service. 

The group's petition over the ashy storm-petrel is one of many requests from environmentalists to protect species affected by climate 
change -- from the polar bear and two coral species, which are both listed as threatened, to the American pika and a tiny fly species in 
Montana, which are currently under consideration. 

For the petrel, the center's petition predicted sea-level rise could drown important habitat for the bird in sea caves and offshore rocks. 
Warmer, less productive waters and ocean acidification are expected to reduce the numbers of the storm-petrel's prey -- small larval 
fish and plankton. 

FWS officials said the ecological effects of changing ocean chemistry have too many unknowns for the agency to determine potential 
effects to the bird from ocean acidification. And the agency determined that even if sea levels rise along the West Coast, it would harm 
less than 1 percent of sea petrels. 

Other bird conservation groups have also raised a red flag over the petrel's decline. 

The National Audubon Society and the American Bird Conservancy listed the seabird among the 20 most at-risk species on their most 
recent "Watchlist." The International Union for Conservation of Nature and BirdLife International also have included the ashy storm-
petrel on their own endangered lists. 

The bird's only other habitat outside of California is on a few islands off Mexico's Baja California Peninsula. 
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